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The Top 50 DFS Influencers of 2015 list 

PlayingLegal.com Announces Top 50 DFS Influencers of 2015 

List of 50 most influential players in the Daily Fantasy Sports Game and their 

contributions to the industry. 

The Top 50 DFS Influencers of 2015 list — PlayingLegal.com announces the publishing 

of The Top 50 DFS Influencers of 2015 list to celebrate the influential people who have made a 

great impact on the daily fantasy sports industry. Throughout the year of 2015, the industry has 

had both ups and downs. However, there is no denying that the game of Daily Fantasy Sports has 

propelled its way to the top of the charts in entertainment with enormous growth just this year. 

That is not to say the industry hasn’t also faced a fair share of adversity, consistently battling for 

legality in a handful of states after gaining federal legalization in 2006. Although the fight 

persists to keep DFS alive in parts of United States, the influencers on PlayingLegal’s list 

continue to roll up their sleeves and push the industry forward. Through the thick and thin, these 

influencers make up the backbone and drive that continues to keep the wheels turning in DFS. 

Without them, there is no telling where the industry would stand today.  

 

The list is comprised of bloggers, reporters, CEOs, Directors, and more, each of who has 

had a direct impact on the daily fantasy sports industry. From content writers to major executives 

for leading DFS companies, each and every contributor played a crucial role in the industry’s 

success this past year. A special congratulations goes out to all those individuals who have made 

it on PlayingLegal’s list; it is well deserved. 

 



About PlayingLegal 

As an informational company that aims to deliver both helpful and reliable news, 

PlayingLegal.com focuses its efforts to guide its audience safely through the iGaming industry.  

It provides essential information regarding trending topics that surround the online gaming 

industry compiled into reviews, news articles, and strategies. Both Tim Tepass and Feda Mecan, 

the two brains behind PlayingLegal.com, look forward to a productive 2016 New Year for their 

site and the future of Daily Fantasy Sports. 

For more information or to Contact Us: 

For Press: Press@playinglegal.com 
For Others: Playinglegal.com/contact 
 

To Read The Top 50 DFS Influencers of 2015 list: 

https://playinglegal.com/top-50-dfs-influencer-2015 

 

 

 

 


